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As an African American, have you hungered for information about your Ancestral home? Or

hungered for stories with historical significance that show your ancestors as anything but

slaves?In your youth or even now as a parent, have you searched for fiction that displays

women and girls of African heritage as Strong, Powerful, Complex, Beautiful beings, but found

only one-dimensional caricatures?“I AM A DAHOMEY WARRIOR” follows the gripping journey

of a young girl coming of age prior to the colonization of Africa. This take on the narrative poem

and short story form follows our heroine from the early days of her childhood through the heart-

stopping events that mold her into the warrior she is today.Although fictional, this story is based

on a real tribe of female African Warriors. The Dahomey Warriors, through their incredible

power and prowess, were often compared to the mythical Greek Ebook Topss by European

scouts. These comparisons continue to this day.Come, step into the mind of a warrior and be

led through her adventures by the use of poetry as a means of powerful storytelling.The

Huntress pulled me closer, hugging me tightly. She looked down at me with dark piercing eyes

and said, “None of this is your fault.” “Today you are only a child, and you did what you were

able to do, Survive!”



Praise for I AM A DAHOMEY WARRIOR!*****“Fierce and Fearless”Dionne D Hunter is a wise,

warm, and fierce firebrand of a poet and performer, so I had high expectations for her I am a

Dahomey Warrior, and I was not disappointed. Her prose is lean and muscular and for many

reasons her story is the type we need more of. I’m a fan and expect you will be too.Reviewer:

John Burroughs, Ohio Beat Poet Laureate, and author of Rattle and Numb****"A celebration of

a history that needs to be told and re-told." Don't do as I did when you read Dionne Hunter's

narrative poem. "I AM A Dahomey Warrior. I raced through it too quickly because I was so

compelled to find out what happened next. Instead, slowly savor the lyrical notes Hunter

strikes, as she unfolds the story of a girl whose desire to become a Dahomey warrior is driven

by both tragedy and pride.For some, Hunter's poem will be a lesson for those who do not know

of the fierce beauty of the Dahomey warriors, for others it's a celebration of a history that

needs to be told and re-told. Hunter takes her place with the griots of the past, as she

captures the bravery of the Dahomey warriors, as well as their struggle to be equal to all, in a

clear, compelling way. "I AM A Dahomey Warrior," is spare, eloquent telling of a tale that might

just inspire a new generation to not only better understand the past but use it as an inspiration

for the future.Reviewer: Dan Polletta is a veteran broadcaster and writer, who frequently

reports on arts and culture in Northeast Ohio.*****"You can almost hear the protagonist’s heart

beating…"
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Ginny, “Blend of Prose and Poetry with a true Female Heroine. I was already familiar with

author Dionne Hunter's spoken word poetry, and recognized her style in this story of a young

woman claiming her power to triumph over grief and despair and serve her tribe. Hunter's

unique style makes this important story accessible to even a casual reader who does not want

to make a commitment to hundreds of pages. She uses imagery and action in this historical

fiction tale of a girl who loses her family in a brutal attack, and feels shame that she could not

save them. But a fierce Dahomey Warrior inspires her when she explains that she survived

and will grow into a strong woman and make her family proud. I AM A DAHOMEY WARRIOR is

not marketed as a children's book, but Hunter sums it up at the end when she says that her

heroine has done all she can so that young girls "understand the strength that lies within their

voice." Isn't that what we all hope for the girls and young women we love?”

Lah, “A quick and exciting read!. Upon receiving I Am A Dahomey Warrior I was very

impressed as I took in every detail of this strong beautiful warrior shown on the cover. She

beckons you to open her book and learn her story. I was even drawn to the feel of the

paperback. The book is a quick read that simultaneously has you wanting more but gives you a

feeling of completion as well. The story is written in a way that forces visuals. I could picture
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every action of the Dahomey Warrior in each word. Reading it I almost felt like I was watching a

show. If you're looking for a little bit of time away from the social media, the streaming devices,

or just gabbing/texting on the phone, pick up I am a Dahomey Warrior for some entertainment

that will continue to be with you long after you have put the book down. It definitely entices you

to go do a little research of The Dahomey Warriors after you have read this story.”

Jonah Burton, “Amazing read. This was an amazing story that had me excited to turn each

page all the way to the end!! The structure of the book helped to present a exciting story.

Overall a superb body of work.. I look forward to more work from this author.”

Alfreda, “Outstanding writing in a poetic format.. Outstanding writing in a poetic format.

Although this book is fiction it has a historical perspective that complements its authenticity. I

highly recommend this book for all those interested in the African American experience.”

Hope Raetz, “Fiercely enjoyable. The authors poetic style is surreal.The short breathless

sections of youth and panic transitioned to longer more methodical passages as the warrior

aged.The carefully chosen details gave life breathe to the world with such impressive clarity.I

look forward to seeing more from this fantastic woman.”

Joey Zsa Zsa, “Fantastic Read. Once I pick this book up and started reading, it did not get put

back down until I finished it.”

John Burroughs, “Yes!. Dionne D Hunter is a wise, warm and fierce firebrand of a poet and

performer, so I had high expectations for her I Am a Dahomey Warrior and I was not

disappointed. Her prose is lean and muscular and for many reasons her story is the type we

need more of. I'm a fan and expect you will be too.”

Bekki AKA MAMA DAWG, “RIVETING!!!. Dionne is SOOOO talented! I had heard her spoken

poems, but this was so fast paced I couldn't get enough. I can only pray it's part of a series.

Thank you for writing this. I received a free copy for pre reading”

The book by Dionne D Hunter has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 20 people have provided feedback.
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